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Context.

This term means when applied
to a city and not about the
yellow slip. The Post-it City
concept was coined by Giovanni
La Varra in his book Mutations
(2001) to designate different
temporary occupations of public
space, which generate a new
form of urbanism, aesthetics
and architecture. In our case we
would like to apply this concept
in Valencia city.

The project.
Probably our task is to learn how to see these places and
talk about them. But is that enough? How can we finally
build a post it city beyond the control, to
institutionalization, a city that, ultimately, is known to
continually reinvent? Or, on the contrary, if the power has
definitely taken temporary practices, it is perhaps not the
occasion for anyone interested in new forms of spaces
and life, to cope with the power to open face and back
start working the concept of permanence, monument and
stability?
Post-it city: The Other European Public Spaces// Giovanni
La Varra

The design process.

| 1-To find out unused space in the city of Valencia
and take some pictures
2-To think about uses for this space with a social
benefit
3-To use the concept and ideas "post it", to develop

4-To prototipe the final concept
5-To present and exhibit in an unic big size post it the
project, in order to inform the citizens and get the
attention of the local government

Governance and Policy Making

The blank space as synonymous
with unused places

This project is an attempt to contribute in the city of Valencia with small actions that contribute with a social benefit
through the new uses of empty spaces

Activism and Civic Participation

To sweep and to cook: two
actions share

The GREEN VALENCIA and SOCIAL COOKING VALENCIA projects, are two ideas to promote activism and
civic participation. The ability of individuals and groups to contribute to these two projects are to promote change
and democratization through two actions: sweep and cook.
To sweep with neighbors in your neighborhood, in order to keep the city clean as your home, and share
multiculturalism with citizens of different countries to encourage integration through the cuisine of each place.

Social Interactions and Relations

A games to share and the right to
a roof

THE GAMES: CREATING ONE CITY, is a project to promote interactions and social relationships through street
play, as it used to be done in the city and nowadays only in some towns or in the school playground. The ONE

Skill Training and Design Education

Borders created by imposition
can be erased with imagination

PUNTO Y COMA, aims to blur the line that separates two neighborhoods, one of upper middle class and another
very marginal. A street separates them from the city of Valencia, for which joint artistic actions have been

Job Creation

To start from the neighborhood
of your city

The idea of this project: POST IT CITY MARKET, is to develop a platform to give visibility to artists, craftsmen and
nobel designers in the different neighborhoods of the city. A business model that helps entrepreneurs to make

Storytelling and Visualisation

Prototiping, testing and telling
ideas sharing

One of the values of the group of students is the multiple nationalities, which allows approaching the approaches from
different perspectives and with different visions. Summarize in a single post it the work of the project and try to narrate our
history is a task that requires capacity for synthesis.

http://www.etsid.upv.es/vale
ncia-the-post-it-city-project/
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